Manufacturing case study

CCTV transforms security of specialist electronics firm
Background
West Yorkshire-based Electroparts is a specialist contract electronics
manufacturer, established in 1990. Employing 18 staff at its Skelmanthorpe
workshop, this niche organisation provides medium-volume printed circuit
assembly, and technical cable and wiring loom manufacture, to name just a few
products. Founded on principles of quality advanced engineering, the company
has experienced impressive growth, and clients now include local, regional and
national OEMs.

Challenge
An alarm system has long protected Electropart’s premises and the valuable
electronic solutions contained within it. But as the business has developed, so
too has the need to invest in a more comprehensive security system that will
protect the firm’s products as well its most valuable assets – its employees.
So, when the workspace expanded as a result of corporate growth, it was
evident that a more comprehensive security system was needed.

Ti Installation’s joint managing director Mark Copley explains: “Investments in
modern CCTV technology are becoming increasingly commonplace among UK
businesses. But some people mistakenly think surveillance cameras can only be
used as a crime deterrent or source of much-needed evidence, should an
unlawful activity take place. In truth however, they are an extremely important
tool to safeguard employees, particularly lone workers, whilst they carry out
their job.”

Solution
West Yorkshire based Ti Installations was therefore approached for guidance –
how could technology better protect employees within the company’s growing
workspace?
The Ti team was found to be experienced, professional and highly skilled. The
fact that Ti is a local company, offering responsive, flexible and competitive
pricing, was also attractive – the two firms seemed to mirror each other in that
respect.
The company’s CCTV & Alarms division demonstrated extensive knowledge
within this specialist area of commercial security, and an internal CCTV solution
was recommended and installed as a result.
Result
In the words of Electroparts’ managing director; ‘a previously limited and
restrictive security capability has been transformed into a very positive
experience’.
Now employees – especially lone workers – are safeguarded by the surveillance
of protective CCTV. The technology has also strengthened Electroparts’ security
strategy – something every successful business should strive for.
Modern remote monitoring has provided immediate stress reduction and time
savings, and any queries are dealt with quickly by Ti Installations’ support team.

“Ti Installations has proved a very capable and professional service provider,
with the ability to make an opaque technology crystal clear. Their delivery is of a
very high standard, plus they arrive on time and freely offer their advice at all
times. I know that the team will continue to develop their solution and support
Electroparts as the business continues to grow.”
Carol Swallow, Managing Director, Electroparts
If you would like to speak to someone from [Ti] CCTV & Alarms or the wider [Ti]
Installations team about the better protection of your business, please contact
our friendly security specialists who would be delighted to provide free, no
obligation advice.
Here’s how to get in touch:
E: info@ti-installationsltd.co.uk

Complete our enquiry form

www.ti-installationsltd.co.uk

T: 01484 818180

